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Let X=(1, [Ri]0id) be a P-polynomial association scheme with respect to
the natural ordering. If R0 , Rd , R2 , ... defines another P-polynomial structure, then
d4.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Bannai and Bannai studied symmetric association schemes with multiple
P-polynomial structures [1, 2]. Among other things they showed the
following.
Suppose X=(1, [Ri]0id) is a P-polynomial association scheme with
respect to the natural ordering, R0 , R1 , ..., Rd . If X is not a polygon and
has another P-polynomial structure, then the P-polynomial ordering is one
of the following:
(I) R0 , R2 , R4 , ..., R5 , R3 , R1 ;
(II) R0 , Rd , R1 , Rd&1 , R2 , Rd&2 , R3 , ...;
(III) R0 , Rd , R2 , Rd&2 , R4 , Rd&4 , ..., Rd&5 , R5 , Rd&3 , R3 , Rd&1 , R1 ;
or
(IV) R0 , Rd&1 , R2 , Rd&3 , R4 , Rd&5 , ..., R5 , Rd&4 , R3 , Rd&2 , R1 , Rd .
Types I and II are duals of each other; i.e., if we start with the ordering
in I, we obtain II as the other ordering and vice versa. In that sense, types
III and IV are self-dual. Moreover, they showed the following.
Proposition 1.1 [2]. Let X=(1, [Ri]0id) be a P-polynomial
association scheme with respect to the natural ordering. Then X has another
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P-polynomial structure with respect to the ordering of type III if and only if
the parameters satisfy one of the following conditions:
(i) d=3, p31 3=0, and p
3
2 3{0.
(ii) d=4, p41 4=p
4
3 4=0, and p
4
2 4{0.
(iii) d=2e&15, pdi d{0 if and only if i=0, 2, and p
j
1 j{0 only if
j=e.
(iv) d=2e6, pdi d{0 if and only if i=0, 2, and p
j
1 j{0 if and only
if j=e, e+1.
Remark. The description of the conditions in Proposition 1.1 in [2]
involves misprints. See also [4].
In [3], Brouwer showed that if X is of type III, with d7, then p j1 j=0
for all j. In particular, the case (iv) in the proposition above occurs only
if d=6. About the same time, Nomura [6] also showed that in the case
(iii), p j1 j=0 for all j, using so-called intersection diagrams of rank d.
In this paper, we show that none of the cases (iii) and (iv) occur.
Namely, we prove the following.
Theorem 1.2. Let X=(1, [Ri]0id) be a P-polynomial association
scheme with respect to the natural ordering. If R0 , Rd , R2 , ... defines another
P-polynomial structure, then d=3 or 4.
Our proof is a refinement of that of Brouwer. It is worth noting that the
proof of the elimination of the cases d{5, 7 is fairly short. See Section 3.
In some parts we follow the arguments similar to those in [3 or 6], but we
tried to give a complete proof.
2. Preliminary Results
Let X=(1, [Ri]0id) be a P-polynomial association scheme with
respect to the natural ordering. Let 1 (i) denote the graph on 1 defined by
the association relation Ri . By abuse of notation, we write 1=1 (1). It is
well known that 1 becomes a distance-regular graph.
Let ci=pi1 i&1 , ai=p
i
1 i , bi=p
i
1 i+1 ,
1i (:)=[; # 1 | (:, ;)=i]
and |1i (:)|=ki with k=k1 as usual, where  is the distance function on 1.
We first quote two propositions. Especially the first one, due to
Terwilliger [7] plays a key role throughout this paper.
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Proposition 2.1 [7]. Let 1 be a distance-regular graph with diameter d,
valency k, and girth 2s. Then the following hold:
(1)
cs
cs&1

by
by&s+1&1
+
cx&s+1
cx&1
(sx y+1d);
(2)
cs
cs&1

cy&s+1
cy&1
+
cx&s+1
cx&1
(sxd&y+sd).
Corollary 2.2. Let 1 be a distance-regular graph with diameter d,
valency k, and girth 4. Then the following hold:
(1) k&2(c2&1) \c2(k&2)c3&1 &c2+2+ .
(2) ce&1<ce , e=2, ..., d.
Proof. (1) Set s=2, x=3, y=2 in Proposition 2.1(1).
(2) Set s=2, x=2, y=e in Proposition 2.1(2).
Proposition 2.3 [5]. Let 1 be a distance-regular graph satisfying
ce&1<ce with e2. Then ci+ce&ice for all i=1, ..., e&1.
Lemma 2.4. Let 1 be a distance-regular graph. If ai=0{ai+1 , then
ci+1ai+1.
Proof. Let :, ; # 1 with (:, ;)=1. Since ai+1{0, we can take
# # 1i+1(:) & 1i+1(;). Since p1i i=0, 11(#) & 1i (:)/1i+1(;). Thus we have
the assertion.
In the rest of this paper, we assume the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis. Let X=(1, [Ri]0id) be a P-polynomial association
scheme with respect to the natural ordering. Suppose X has another
P-polynomial structure with respect to the ordering R0 , Rd , R2 , ... . Let
1=1 (1) and 1 =1 (d), and d5.
We use bar notation for the parameters of 1 .
Proposition 2.5. We have the following:
(1) k(bd&1&1)=(kd&1) c2 .
(2) pd2 d&2(bd&2&c2)=p
d
3 d&1(c3&bd&1).
(3) c 2=p2d d=
1
c2 \(bd&1&1)2+
(bd&1&1)(bd&1&1+c2)
k&1 + .
(4) If kkd=k , then 2bd&1=b d&1c2 , ci<ci+1 , i=
1, 2, ..., d&1, and 3c3>k.
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Proof. (1), (2) Let :, ; # 1 with (:, ;)=d. Let Dij=1i (:) & 1j (;).
Then by Proposition 1.1, pdi d{0 if and only if i=0, 2 and p
d
2 d&1=0, as
a1=ad&1=0. We have (1) and (2) by counting the number of edges
between Dd&11 and D
d
2 , or D
d&2
2 and D
d&1
3 .
(3) By (1), we have
c 2=p2d d=
kd
k2
pd2 d=
kd (kd&1) c2
kb1
=
(k(bd&1&1)+c2)(bd&1&1)
c2(k&1)
=
1
c2 \(bd&1&1)2+
(bd&1&1)(bd&1&1+c2)
k&1 + .
(4) The first inequalities follow easily from Proposition 1.1 and (1).
The second follows from Corollary 2.2(2).
Assume 3c3k. Then by Corollary 2.2(1), we have k>2c22 . On the other
hand, as c 2 is an integer, (3) implies that
k&1(bd&1&1)(bd&1&1+c2)(c2&1)(2c2&1)<2c22 .
This is a contradiction.
3. The Case d{5, 7
The following result is taken from [6].
Lemma 3.1. Assume d=5, then both 1 and 1 are bipartite.
Proof. By symmetry, it suffices to show that 1 is bipartite. Suppose that
a3{0. Then p53 3{0. Let m=p
5
3 3 . Then easily we obtain
p53 4=mb3a3 , p
5
2 3=mc3a3 , p
5
2 5=mb3b4a3b2 , p
5
1 4=mc3c2a3c4 .
By counting the number of edges between D34 and D
2
3 , we have
mb3
a3
(c3&b4)=
mc3
a3
(b3&c2) or b3b4=c3c2 .
By counting the number of edges between D25 and D
1
4 , we have
mb3 b4
a3b2
(k&b2)=
mc3 c2
a3 c4
(k&1&c4) or kc4=b2(k&1).
Thus k must divide b2 , which is impossible.
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Proposition 3.2. We have d=5 or 7, and both 1 and 1 are bipartite.
Proof. By the previous lemma, we may assume that d6. Assume
kkd=k . It is easy to see that if 1 is bipartite then so is 1 . Hence, assume
1 is not bipartite if d=7.
If 1 is not bipartite, then ceae with e=[(d+1)2] by Lemma 2.4.
Since 3ed&3, we have
3c3ce+ce+bece+ae+be=k.
This contradicts Proposition 2.5(4).
If 1 is bipartite, by our assumption and Proposition 2.1, d9. Since
ci<ci+1 , i=1, 2, ..., d&1, we can apply Proposition 2.3:
3c3=c3+c3+c3c6+c3c9k.
This again contradicts Proposition 2.5(4).
Remark. We can avoid using Proposition 2.3. In the following section
we eliminate the cases under a weaker condition 2c3k. Note that if d6,
then this condition is easily checked under the hypothesis as c3bd&3.
4. The Case d=7
The following proposition under slightly stronger conditions is essen-
tially proved in [3].
Proposition 4.1. Assume kkd=k and 2c3k. Then the following
hold :
c2c 2=(bd&1&1)2+1,
k&1=(bd&1&1)(bd&1&1+c2), k &1=(bd&1&1)(bd&1&1+c 2),
k=c2(bd&1&1+c 2), k =c 2(bd&1&1+c2),
bd&1= 12(c2+c 2&3).
Proof. Since 2c3k, Corollary 2.2(1) implies that kc22+c2 . On the
other hand, as we have seen in the proof of Proposition 2.5(4),
k&1(bd&1&1)(bd&1&1+c2)<2c22 .
Thus we have c2c 2=(bd&1&1)2+1 in the formula in Proposition 2.5(3),
using the lower bound of k above.
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Now the formulas, except the last one, follow immediately from Proposi-
tion 2.5(1). Note that the formulas are symmetric with respect to 1 and 1 ;
they do not depend on the choice kkd .
Since
kd&1=
kkd
bd&1
=
c2 c 2(bd&1&1+c2)(bd&1&1+c 2)
bd&1
is an integer, c2c 2=(bd&1&1)2+1 implies that
m=
2(c2+c 2&3)
bd&1
is an integer. Moreover, c2 and c 2 are the roots of a quadratic equation,
f (x)=x2&
mbd&1+6
2
x+(bd&1&1)2+1=0.
If m5, then
f (2bd&1)=4b2d&1&(mbd&1+6) bd&1+(bd&1&1)
2+1<0.
Thus 2bd&1<c2 . On the other hand,
c2+c22k=(bd&1&1)(bd&1&1+c2)+1<
3
4c
2
2+1.
This is a contradiction. Hence m4. Our assertion corresponds to m=4.
Assume m3. Since f (x)=0 has real roots,
(mbd&1+6)216(bd&1&1)2+16>16(bd&1&1)2 or 10>(4&m) bd&1 .
Hence there are only several choices of bd&1 which determines the values
of c2 , c 2 , and k.
It is easy to check by case by case analysis using the condition
kc22+c2 ; we have that bd&1=8, c2=10, c 2=5, k=120, kd=85, and
kd&1=1275. By Corollary 2.2(1), 60c357. Since c3 divides k2 b2 , we
have c3=60. Hence by Proposition 2.5(4), we must have d=5 as b3<c4
but we do not have the value above for k4=kd&1 from the intersection
array. Thus we obtain our result.
Note that the last case was excluded in [3] as 2c3<k without equality
was assumed.
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Lemma 4.2. Under the assumption of Proposition 4.1, there is a positive
integer e and == \1, and the following hold:
bd&1=e(5e+=)
c2=5e2+(5+=) e+
3+=
2
c 2=5e2&(5&=) e+
3&=
2
k=\5e2+(5+=) e+3+=2 +\e&
1&=
4 +\10e&
5+=
2 +
k =kd=\5e2&(5&=) e+3&=2 +\e+
1+=
4 +\10e+
5&=
2 +
k&1=(5e2+=e&1) \e+1+=4 +\10e+
5&=
2 +
k &1=kd&1=(5e2+=e&1) \e&1&=4 +\10e&
5+=
2 +
b2=\5e2+(5+=) e+3+=2 +\e+
1+=
10 + (10e&6+=)
cd&1=(5e2+=e&1) \e&1&=10 + (10e+6+=)
Proof. By Proposition 4.1, we have
c2c 2=(bd&1&1)2+1, c2+c 2=2bd&1+3.
Since c2>c 2 , we have
c2=
2bd&1+3+- 20bd&1+1
2
, c 2=
2bd&1+3&- 20bd&1+1
2
.
Hence 20bd&1+1=(10e+=)2 for some positive integer e with ==\1.
Now the rest follow immediately from Proposition 4.1.
Lemma 4.3. Under the assumption in Proposition 4.1, assume bd&1=
e(5e+=). If e2, then the following hold:
(1) 29(c2&1)28c2 .
(2) 14bd&2>13c3 .
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Proof. (1) Using the value
c2=5e2+(5+=) e+
3+=
2
,
we have the assertion easily.
(2) We may assume that bd&2<c3 . By Proposition 2.5(2), we have
kcd&1
c2
(bd&2&c2)=
(kd&1) b2
bd&1
(c3&bd&1).
Since 2bd&1c2<c3 ,
bd&2
c3

bd&2&c2
c3&bd&1
=
(kd&1) b2
bd&1
}
c2
kcd&1
=
\e+1+=10 + (10e&6+=) \5e2+(5+=) e+
3+=
2 +
e(5e+=) \e&1&=10 + (10e+6+=)
={
(2e&1)(5e2+6e+2)
e2(10e+7)
,
(10e&7)(5e2+4e+1)
(5e&1)2 (2e+1)
,
==1,
==&1.
Now the assertion easily follows.
Proposition 4.4. We have d=5.
Proof. By Proposition 2.5(4), we may assume that 3c3>k. Then we
may assume that d7 and 1 is bipartite. Hence we easily have 2c3k, as
c3bd&3b3=k&c3 .
Case 1. e2 and 5c43k. Using the previous lemma, we apply
Proposition 2.1(1) with y=3, x=4:
19
18
>
29
28

c2
c2&1

c3
c4&1
+
b3
b2&1
>
k
3
}
5
3k
+
k
2
}
1
k
=
19
18
.
This is a contradiction.
Case 2. e2 and 5c4>3k. Since d7,
bd&3k&c4<
2k
5
, bd&2>
13
14
c3>
13k
42
>
2k
7
, c5k&bd&2<
5k
7
.
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Applying Proposition 2.1(1) with x=5, y=d&2, we have
7
5
>
29
28

c2
c2&1

c4
c5&1
+
bd&2
bd&3&1

3k
5
}
7
5k
+
2k
7
}
5
2k

7
5
.
This is a contradiction.
Case 3. e=1. We have either k=91 and c2=13, or k=40 and
c2=10, depending on the value of =. These values violate the condition
kc22+c2 , which holds under the condition 2c3k. Thus we have the
assertion of our proposition.
5. The Case d=5
Lemma 5.1. Assume d=5. Let c=c2 , c =c 2 , and b=b4=b 4 . Then the
following hold:
(1) cc =(b&1)2+1.
(2) c3=
b(c(b&2)+(b&1)2+1)
2(b&1)
, c 3=
b(c (b&2)+(b&1)2+1)
2(b&1)
.
Proof. By Proposition 2.5(1),
k5=
k(b&1)+c
c
=
b0 b1b2b3b4
c1c2c3c4 c5
=
(k&1)(k&c) b
c(k&b)
}
b3
c3
.
Assume kk5 . Then by Proposition 2.5(4), bc. Hence,
b3
c3
=
(k(b&1)+c)(k&b)
(k&1)(k&c) b

k(b&1)+b
(k&1) b
.
Since b3=k&c3 by Lemma 3.1,
c3
b
2b&1
(k&1) or c3&1
bk&3b+1
2b&1

b(k&2)
2b&1
.
We now apply Corollary 2.2(1):
k&2(c&1) \c(k&2)c3&1 &c+2+
(c&1) \c(2b&1)b &c+2+
=(c&1)
c(b&1)+2b
b
.
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As before, by Proposition 2.5(3),
$=
(b&1)(b&1+c)
k&1
=cc &(b&1)2=
(b&1)(b&1+c )
k &1
is a positive integer. We have
b(b&1)(b&1+c)=$b(k&1)>$b(k&2)$(c&1)(c(b&1)+2b).
Since bc,
$<
b(b&1)(b&1+c)
(c&1)(c(b&1)+2b)

b(b&1)(2b&1)
(b&1)(b(b&1)+2b)
=
2b&1
b+1
<2.
Therefore $=1 and we have (1). Moreover, it is easy to check the following:
cc =(b&1)2+1
k&1=(b&1)(b&1+c), k &1=(b&1)(b&1+c )
k=c(b&1+c ), k =c (b&1+c)
c4=k&b=(b&1)(b&2+c), c 4=k &b=(b&1)(b&2+c )
b2=k&c=c(b&2+c ), b 2=k &c =c (b&2+c).
Now
b3
c3
=
k5kc4
b
}
c
k(k&1) b2
=
((b&1)2+1)(b&2+c)
((b&2) c+(b&1)2+1) b
.
Hence, we have
(k&c3)((b&2) c+(b&1)2+1) b=c3((b&1)2+1)(b&2+c).
Thus,
c3=
c(b&1+c )((b&2) c+(b&1)2+1) b
((b&1)2+1)(b&2+c)+((b&2) c+(b&1)2+1) b
=
(c(b&1)+(b&1)2+1)((b&2) c+(b&1)2+1) b
((b&1)2+1)(b&2+b)+c((b&1)2+1+b(b&2))
=
(c(b&1)+(b&1)2+1)((b&2) c+(b&1)2+1) b
2(b&1)((b&1)2+1+c(b&1))
=
b(c(b&2)+(b&1)2+1)
2(b&1)
.
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By the symmetry of the formulas given above, we have the formula for c 3
as well.
Proposition 5.2. There is no association scheme satisfying Hypothesis.
Proof. By Proposition 4.4, we may assume that d=5. By Lemma 5.1(2),
b&1 divides both c&1 and c &1. If c {1, then
(b&1)2(c&1)(c &1)=cc &(c+c )+1=(b&1)2+2&(c+c ).
Thus, we have c+c 2, which contradicts c2.
If c =1, then c=(b&1)2+1 and
c3=
b(((b&1)2+1)(b&2)+(b&1)2+1)
2(b&1)
=
b(b2&2b+2)
2
=
k
2
.
Hence, we can apply Proposition 4.1 and
b= 12 (c+c &3)=
1
2b(b&2) or b=4.
Now we have a contradiction easily by Corollary 2.2(1). This completes the
proof of Proposition 5.2 and Theorem 1.2.
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